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ABSTRACT: Author: Carbapenem antibiotics possess a broad
spectrum of antibacterial activity and high resistance to hydrolytic
inactivation by β-lactamases. Carbapenem synthase (CarC), an
iron(II) and 2-(oxo)glutarate-dependent oxygenase, catalyzes the
epimerization and desaturation of (3S,5S)-carbapenam to produce
(5R)-carbapenem in the last step of the simple carbapenem
biosynthesis. Recently, the complete crystal structure of CarC was
reported, allowing us to perform accurate quantum mechanics/
molecular mechanics calculations to explore the detailed reaction
mechanism. We first analyzed the dioxygen binding site on metal and
identified that the FeIV−oxo species has two potential orientations with
the oxo group trans to either His101 or His251. The former is
energetically unstable, which can rapidly isomerize into the latter by
rotation of the oxo group. Arg279 plays important roles in regulating the dioxygen binding and assisting the isomerization of
FeIV−oxo species. The calculation results clearly support the stepwise C5-epimerization and C2/3-desaturation processes,
involving two complete oxidative cycles. The epimerization process converts (3S,5S)-carbapenam to the initial product (3S,5R)-
carbapenam, undergoing H5 atom abstraction by FeIVO species, inversion of the C5-radical, and reconstitution of the inverted
C5−H bond by Tyr165. In the desaturation process, (3S,5R)-carbapenam rebinds the CarC active site with a new orientation
different from what (3S,5S)-carbapenam does in the epimerization. In addition, the desaturation across C2−C3 occurs without
involving any active site residue other than the FeIVO center. Whereas Tyr165 is not involved in the desaturation reaction, it
plays a key role in binding (3S,5R)-carbapenam. (3S,5R)-Carbapenam is a substrate superior to its epimer (3S,5S)-carbapenam
for CarC to produce (5R)-carbapenem by efficient desaturation. In addition, the substrate hydroxylations compete with the target
epimerization and desaturation reaction.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Carbapenems, one subclass of β-lactam antibiotics, have been
widely used in human medicine in the past decade. They retain
a broad spectrum of antibacterial activity and remarkable
potency against both Gram-positive and Gram-negative
bacteria.1 The carbapenem members, such as panipenem,2

Meropenem,3 ertapenem,4 and doripenem,5 possess high
resistance to many serine β-lactamases that usually deactivate
the β-lactam antibiotics by hydrolyzing the lactam rings.6−8

However, recent studies clearly showed that the bacterial
resistance to carbapenems is increasing.9−12 A complete
understanding of the biosynthesis of carbapenem, thus, is
critically important for designing new drug variants to combat
resistance.
Biosynthetic studies of carbapenems have been extensively

conducted since thienamycin, one member of carbapenems,
was first isolated from Streptomyces cattleya.13 Earlier bio-
chemical studies identified three distinct enzymes, including
carbapenam synthetase (CarA), carboxymethylproline synthase
(CarB), and carbapenem synthase (CarC), sufficiently required

for the biosynthesis of the simplest natural carbapenem,
carbapenem-3-carboxylic acid (3), in the phylogenetically
distant plant pathogen Pectobacterium carotovorum.14−16 More-
over, Bodner et al. found that the biosynthetic pathway to 3
shares the first two steps catalyzed by CarB and CarA with
thienamycin (ThnE and ThnM in S. cattleya) but diverges from
the third step.17

On the basis of amino acid sequence analysis, CarC has been
characterized as a member of iron(II) and 2-(oxo)glutarate
(Fe/2OG)-dependent oxygenases.14,18 These oxygenases com-
monly exhibit a His-Asp/Glu-His facial-triad iron(II)-binding
motif, which leaves three remaining sites on the metal available
to coordinate the cosubstrate 2OG and molecular oxygen.19,20

After 2OG and dioxygen binding, the formed iron(III)−
superoxo species reacts with 2OG to generate succinate (Succ),
CO2, and a high-valent iron(IV)−oxo (FeIVO) intermedi-
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ate.21,22 This iron(IV)−oxo intermediate is a highly reactive
species and has been characterized by spectroscopic experi-
ments in some nonheme iron dioxygenases23 that usually
functionalize unactivated C−H bonds selectively.24,25 CarC
catalyzes the epimerization of (3S,5S)-carbapenam 1 to the
initial product (3S,5R)-carbapenam 2 and then desaturates it
across the C2−C3 bond to produce (5R)-carbapenem 3
(Figure 1).14,26

Clifton et al. reported the first crystal structure of CarC in
the presence of substrate analogue.18 However, two loop
segments surrounding the active site in this protein, which is
supposed to be responsible for closing or opening the active
site, were missed. On the basis of this crystal structure, a radical
epimerization mechanism was proposed from both experiments
and theoretical calculations in which the hybrid density
functional method B3LYP and the simple active site model
were employed. Specifically, the reactive iron(IV)−oxo species
abstracts H· of carbapenam 1 to give a C5-based radical, and
subsequently, a CarC active site tyrosine (Tyr67) functions as a
radical donor to donate a H· to the opposite face of the
substrate radical to form 2, FeIII−OH, and a tyrosyl
radical.27−29 Given the imperfection of the initially reported
structure, the results of these studies appear to be suspect.
Recently, Chang et al. reported a complete crystal structure

of CarC in complex with substrate, iron(II), and 2OG with a
resolution of 2.10 Å (PDB code: 4OJ8).30 Structural analysis of
CarC revealed that Tyr165, rather than Tyr67 that locates at
the edge of the active pocket, is the preferred H· donor, and
mutational studies further confirmed its crucial importance for
catalysis.30 Experimental studies by the Townsend group have
revealed that both 1 and the bridgehead-inverted 2 can act as a
substrate of CarC.28 If the substrate is 2, CarC can directly
desaturate it to produce the final (5R)-carbapenem product. In
the desaturation process, based on the earlier reported
incomplete crystal structure, the docking studies further
suggested that the (3S,5R)-carbapenam intermediate adopts a
new orientation in the CarC active site, which is remarkably
different from what the (3S,5S)-carbapenam does in the
epimerization process. Furthermore, they proposed that, after
completion of epimerization, CarC prefers to undergo a second
round of O2 activation and FeIVO formation, rather than
continuing to utilize the FeIII−OH and tyrosyl radical generated
in the epimerization step to complete the ultimate C2−C3
desaturation.28

Inspection of the recently reported CarC structure reveals
that the coordination position trans to His101 is occupied by a
water molecule (Figure 2). By analogy with some nonheme
dioxygenases, such as factor inhibiting HIF31 and clavaminate
synthase,32 the dioxygen seems to substitute for the water
ligand to bind FeII ion to form a FeIII−superoxo complex. As
such, the oxo group of FeIVO species obtained from the
oxidative decarboxylation of 2OG is supposed to occupy this
site, which is far from the substrate (the distance between the
oxo and the C5 atom of the substrate is close to 6 Å).

Furthermore, previous DFT studies of the mechanism of CarC
by the Siegbahn group used simple cluster models and did not
consider the real protein environment.29 Calculation results
supported the CarC-catalyzed coupled epimerization/desatura-
tion mechanism proposed by Topf et al.33 which, however, is
inconsistent with the recent experimental proposal.28,30

Here, we report the first quantum mechanical/molecular
mechanical (QM/MM) calculations to uncover the reaction
mechanism of CarC. In recent years, the QM/MM method has
been extensively and successfully applied to elucidate the nature
of reaction mechanisms of iron-containing enzymes, such as
cytochrome P450 enzyme34,35 and nonheme iron dioxyge-
nases.36−38 In this work, based on the recently reported crystal
structure and our QM/MM calculations, we clearly identify the
dioxygen binding site on the metal and the orientation of the
iron(IV)-oxo species, and further propose the detailed C5-
epimerization and C2/3-desaturation mechanisms. In addition,
our calculation results support the stepwise epimerization and
desaturation reactions.

2. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
2.1. Setup of the System. The initial structure of the

enzyme−substrate complex was prepared on the basis of the
recently reported crystal structure of CarC from Pectobacterium
carotovorum (PDB code: 4OJ8).30 CarC functions as a trimer,
and each subunit exhibits an individual active site. All the active
sites are identical. Given the absence of the substrate and some
key residues surrounding the active site in subunit A of the
crystal structure, we chose the complete subunit B to construct
the computational model. The water molecule, which
coordinates to the iron(II) ion in the active site, was removed.
In addition, the iron(II) and 2OG were manually modified to
iron(IV)-oxo and succinate, respectively. The newly obtained
iron(IV)-oxo species is a pentacoordinated complex that
contains His101, Asp103, His251, and succinate.
The protonation states of all titratable residues were assigned

on the basis of pKa values measured with the PROPKA
program39 in combination with careful visual inspections by
VMD software.40 All aspartic acid and glutamic acid residues
were set to their deprotonated states, and all lysine and arginine

Figure 1. C5-Epimerization and C2/3-desaturation catalyzed by CarC.

Figure 2. Active site of CarC in complex with substrate (3S,5S)-
carbapenam (Carb), iron(II), and cosubstrate 2-(oxo)glutarate (2OG)
(PDB code: 4OJ8).
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residues were protonated. Furthermore, all histidine residues
were assigned in singly protonated states according to the
calculated pKa values. All missing hydrogen atoms were added
to the structure by using the HBUILD facility as implemented
in the CHARMM program package.41 The system was solvated
with a water sphere of radius 33 Å, and then 14 Na+ ions were
randomly added into the system to ensure the overall charge
neutrality. The resulting model consisted of 16397 atoms and
included 3994 TIP3P water molecules.
Before the molecular dynamics (MD) simulation, the

solvated system was first subjected to a series of energy
minimizations. Subsequently, the system was slowly heated
from 0 to 300 K for 200 ps with a 1 fs time step, and then
followed by 200 ps of equilibration at 300 K with a 1 fs time
step. To attain equilibrium of the solvated model, a 15 ns MD
simulation (MD-I) was performed using the CHARMM22 all-
atom force field42 with a stochastic boundary condition at 300
K and 1 bar. In MD-I, the FeIVO, Fe-coordinated residues
(His101, Asp103 and His251), succinate, and substrate were
kept frozen. After that, we performed an additional 10 ns MD
simulation (MD-II), in which the constraints were relaxed.
From the calculated root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of
the protein structure, one can see that the system reached a
basic plateau in both MD-I and MD-II (Supporting
Information Figure S1). From MD-I and MD-II trajectories, a
total of 12 snapshots were extracted for the following QM/MM
calculations to find a relatively reasonable starting structure.
2.2. QM/MM Calculations. All QM/MM calculations were

performed using the ChemShell package,43 which incorporates
the Turbomole program44 for the QM region and DL_POLY
program45 for the MM region. The electronic embedding
scheme46 was used to polarize the QM part by the MM point
charges of the force field. No electrostatic cutoff was introduced
for the MM/MM and QM/MM interactions. Hydrogen link
atoms with the charge shift model47 were applied to treat the
QM/MM boundary. For geometry optimizations, the QM part
was treated by the unrestricted hybrid UB3LYP48 density
functional in combination with the Wacthers+f basis set for iron
and 6-31G(d,p) basis set for all other atoms, labeled BS1. On
the basis of the optimized geometries, single-point energies
were further calculated using the Wacthers+f and 6-31+
+G(d,p) basis sets combination (BS2).49,50 The MM part was
described at the CHARMM22 force field through the
DL_POLY program.
Unless noted otherwise, the QM region contained the FeIV

O unit, 2-His-1-Glu facial triad (His 101, His251 and Asp103),
Tyr165, Arg267, succinate (Succ), and substrate carbapenem-3-
carboxylic acid (Carb) with a total charge of −1, as shown in
Figure 3. The remaining atoms of the solvated model were
assigned to the MM part. We defined an active region within 13
Å of the iron atom of the FeIVO unit, including the QM
region and partial MM atoms. The active region was fully
optimized, whereas the remaining MM atoms were kept frozen.
Geometry optimizations were performed with the hybrid
delocalized internal coordinates (HDLC) optimizer,51 combin-
ing the quasi-Newton limited memory Broyden−Fletcher−
Goldfarb−Shanno (L-BFGS) method52,53 for locating minima
and the partitioned rational function optimization (P-RFO)
algorithm54 for transition state searches.
2.3. Empirical Dispersion Correction. Because the

B3LYP functional lacks a proper description of the attractive
long-range dispersion interactions, an empirical dispersion
correction was further calculated to correct the B3LYP energies

using the DFT-D3 program55 on the basis of the QM/MM-
optimized geometries of the QM-region at the UB3LYP/BS1/
CHHARMM22 level of theory. Previous theoretical calcu-
lations have demonstrated that the dispersion correction has an
important effect on improving the accuracy of reaction
barriers.34,56 Note that the final QM/MM energies reported
in the present paper are thus the single-point energies corrected
for dispersion effects at the B3LYP-D/BS2// B3LYP/BS1/
CHARMM22 level.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Dioxygen Binding Site. Previous experimental and

theoretical studies proposed that the CarC-catalyzed epimeriza-
tion reaction starts from the high-spin FeIV−oxo species.28−30

However, there was no relevant discussion about the dioxygen
binding site on metal and the formation of the FeIVO unit. A
close inspection of the active site structure of CarC reveals that
the 2OG binds to iron(II) in a bidentate manner and the sixth
coordination site of iron(II) is occupied by a water ligand. The
dioxygen seems most likely to substitute for the water ligand to
bind FeII, forming a FeIII−superoxo complex. One might expect
that the reaction between FeIII−superoxo and 2OG will lead to
the formation of FeIV−oxo species with the oxo group trans to
His101, which is located at an incorrect orientation relative to
the substrate. This disagrees with the early theoretical proposal
that the oxo group is aligned with the substrate (trans to
His251).29

Here, on the basis of the crystal structure, we constructed
two models to investigate the dioxygen binding site on metal as
well as the activation reaction, as shown in Figure 4. The
dioxygen can directly replace the water ligand to bind the FeII

ion (model A). Alternatively, the carboxylate and carbonyl
groups of 2OG coordinated to iron first extrude the water
ligand by a rotation of about 90°, leaving an empty binding site
on metal. The dioxygen subsequently enters the empty site to
form the FeIII−superoxo species (model B). Structural analysis
suggests that both models A and B are stereochemically
feasible, and their binding pockets have enough space to
accommodate the dioxygen. Figure 5 shows the QM/MM-
optimized geometries of the two models. One can see that the
side chain of Arg267 is located within hydrogen bonding

Figure 3. QM region selected for the QM/MM calculations. Carb
stands for substrate, and Succ, for succinate.
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distances to the substrate and 2OG in both models A and B,
which is thought to play an important role in regulating the
dioxygen binding. In model A, the d(O2−C2) is 2.22 Å,
whereas it is 2.54 Å in model B, which suggests that model A
seems to be more favorable for the oxidative decarboxylation
reaction of 2OG by the FeIII−superoxo complex to form the
FeIVO species. Intriguingly, the FeIVO species formed in
model A positions its oxo group trans to His101 (R), which is
incapable of reacting with the substrate owing to its incorrect
orientation. In contrast, the FeIVO species obtained from
model B puts its oxo group trans to His251 (R′), which can
directly abstract the hydrogen atom of the substrate, although
the formation of FeIVO involves more complex steps than
model A. The relative energy of model A is calculated to be
only 0.7 kcal/mol higher than that of model B, indicating the
coexistence of the two structures.
Taken together, models A and B are thermodynamically and

structurally favorable; in other words, there are two possible
positions for molecular oxygen to bind the iron(II) center with
the superoxo group: either trans to His101 or trans to His251.
Thus, the FeIVO species obtained from the dioxygen

activation reaction has two potential orientations, with the
oxo group either trans to His101 or trans to His251. Although
the FeIVO species formed in model A deviates from the
substrate, it is still possible to start up the hydrogen atom
abstraction reaction by an oxo rotation from trans to His101 to
trans to His251, which is supported by the computational
precedents of AlkB and SyrB2 enzymes.37,57 The isomerization
reaction of FeIVO species will be discussed in Section 3.3.

3.2. Selection of Reactant Complex 5R′. Previous QM/
MM studies of some enzymatic reactions have revealed that the
selection of initial geometries significantly affects the accuracy
of the calculation results.58−60 To explore the reaction pathway,
we extracted a series of snapshots from the MD trajectories as
the starting structures for the QM/MM calculations. In MD-I,
six snapshots were extracted at an interval of 200 ps from 14 to
15 ns, which were designated as models M1−M6. In addition,
we chose another six snapshots from MD-II at an interval of
200 ps from 5 to 6 ns, which were designated as models M7−
M12. The superposition of these 12 QM/MM optimized
reactant complexes 5R′s (Figure S2) shows only a little
difference in the CarC active site, which is thought to be

Figure 4. Possible dioxygen binding and activation in carbapenem synthase.

Figure 5. QM/MM-optimized geometries for dioxygen binding to the iron(II) center of CarC with the O2 either trans to His101 (model A) or trans
to His251 (model B). Note that the QM part includes iron(II), molecular oxygen, 2-His-1-Glu facial triad (His 101, His251, and Asp103), Arg267,
2OG, and the substrate. All distances are shown in angstroms. Relative energies (kcal/mol) are given in parentheses.
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inevitable during the MD simulation. The major conforma-
tional variability among the 12 models is found on the surface
of the protein, which is far from the CarC reaction center. As
will be demonstrated later, the epimerization reaction of CarC
shows a quintet spin ground state and a rate-limiting hydrogen
atom abstraction step. Consequently, we focus on only the
hydrogen atom abstraction step for these 12 models to find a
relatively reasonable reaction path. On the basis of the
optimized 5R′s, we scanned the potential energy surfaces of
the hydrogen atom abstraction step along the reaction
coordinates with a small increment of 0.04 Å. The vertexes of
the potential energy surface were regarded as the approximate
hydrogen atom abstraction transition states (5TS1s).
Table S1 summarizes some key distances in the active sites

and the scanned hydrogen atom abstraction barriers of these 12
models. Comparison of these models reveals slight differences
of two Fe−N distances with His101 and His251 and two Fe−O
distances with Asp103 and succinate. The model M5 shows a
shorter distance between the hydrogen atom at C5 of the
substrate and the oxygen atom of FeIV−oxo and smaller barrier
than those of the other models, meaning that model M5 should
be the preferred structure for exploring the CarC-catalyzed

reaction process. Note that all the subsequent QM/MM
calculations were based on model M5.

3.3. Isomerization of FeIV−Oxo Species. As aforemen-
tioned, the orientation of the FeIVO species in structure R
strictly restricts the hydrogen atom abstraction of CarC
compared with R′. Previous QM/MM studies of AlkB repair
enzyme by the De Visser group suggested an initial
isomerization of the FeIV-oxo unit, which brings the oxo
group closer to the substrate and thereby enables the following
hydrogen atom abstraction from substrate.37 Here, we explored
the rotation of the oxo group from a position trans to His101 to
trans to His251 (see Figure 4). Figure 6 displays the optimized
quintet spin state structures of reactant complexes (5R and 5R′)
and transition state 5TS for the isomerization reaction. In
structure 5R, Arg267 lies within hydrogen bonding distance to
substrate and succinate, and the bond length of FeIVO is 1.62
Å, with the oxo group trans to His101. Along the oxo rotation,
the bond angle of O−Fe−NHis251 changes from 98.2° in 5R to
133.9° in 5TS and, finally, to 172.1° in 5R′. The spin population
on the metal is slightly increased from 3.06 in 5R to 3.15 in 5R′.
Meanwhile, the oxo group reduces the spin population from
0.73 in 5R to 0.69 in 5R′ (see Table S2). In 5TS, two Fe−N
distances with His101 and His251 are slightly elongated as a

Figure 6. QM/MM-optimized quintet state structures of reactant complexes (5R and 5R′) and transition state 5TS for the isomerization of FeIV−oxo
species. Relative energies (kcal/mol) are given in parentheses. All distances are shown in angstroms; angles, in degrees.

Figure 7. Competitive epimerization and hydroxylation mechanisms of CarC based on the QM/MM calculations. Relative energies (kcal/mol) on
quintet spin state surface are given in parentheses.
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result of the hydrogen bonding interaction between Arg267 and
the oxo group with a distance of 2.20 Å, which is elongated to
2.50 Å in 5R′. In addition, structural comparison of 5R, 5TS, and
5R′ suggests that Arg267 plays an important role in assisting the
isomerization of FeIV−oxo species and stabilizing the generated
transition state.
According to the QM/MM calculations, the oxo group of the

FeIV−oxo species in 5R rotates via a low barrier (1.6 kcal/mol)
process to form the energetically more stable structure 5R′.
This implies that the isomerization of FeIV−oxo species in the
active site is a quite rapid process. Note that the QM/MM
model used for the study of the epimerization mechanism of
CarC was created from the structure R′, rather than R.
3.4. Epimerization Mechanism. According to the QM/

MM calculations, we have suggested a complete epimerization
mechanism of CarC, as shown in Figure 7. The oxo group of
FeIV−oxo species first abstracts the C5−H of the substrate to
generate a C5-radical intermediate (Int1), then the C5-radical
undergoes an inversion to form an intermediate Int2, which is
stereochemically favorable to abstract the hydrogen atom from
Tyr165 to reconstruct the inverted C5−H bond (Int3).
Despite the fact that the ferryl complex can exist in either

quintet or triplet ground states, previous theoretical studies
have suggested that the quintet iron(IV)−oxo species exhibits
higher reactivity than the other spin states.37,61,62 For the
optimized enzyme−substrate complex (R′) of CarC, the
quintet spin state is calculated to be the ground state, and
the energy increases in the order: quintet < triplet < septet <
singlet (Figure S3), which is in agreement with the QM/MM
studies of AlkB repair enzyme by Quesne et al.37 Therefore, we
calculated only the triplet and quintet spin state surfaces for the
CarC-catalyzed epimerization process, and the discussion
focuses mainly on the quintet spin state surface. The energy
profiles on the quintet and triplet spin state surfaces along the
reaction path are shown in Figure S5, and the optimized quintet
and triplet spin state geometries of all the structures are shown
in Figures S6 and S7, respectively.
3.4.1. Hydrogen Atom Abstraction. Previous studies have

revealed that the hydrogen atom abstraction reaction proceeds
through two possible channels on the quintet spin state
surface.61,63−65 One is 5σ-channel, in which an α electron is
transferred from the substrate to the Fe−O σ* orbital with an
Fe−O−H angle of 180°. Alternatively, a β electron is
transferred from the substrate to the Fe−O π* orbital with
an Fe−O−H angle of 120°. This is a 5π-channel.61,63−65

Compared with the 5σ-channel, the 5π-channel usually shows a
higher energy barrier because of the stereochemically disfavored
interaction.37,66,67

TS1 corresponds to the hydrogen atom abstraction transition
state. In 5TS1, the distance of d(H5−O) is shortened to 1.23 Å,
and simultaneously, the O−Fe bond elongates from 1.64 Å in
5R′ to 1.77 Å in 5TS1 and finally, to 1.83 Å in 5Int1. Structural
analysis of 5R′ reveals that the oxo group is in close proximity
to the C5−H5 of the substrate, with a distance of 2.51 Å, and
the Fe−O−H angle is 104.9°, which is slightly smaller than the
ideal angle of 120°. During the hydrogen atom abstraction, a β
electron is transferred into the low-lying Fe π*xy orbital,
forming the intermediate 5Int1 with π*xy

2 π*xz
↑ π*yz

↑ σ*x2−y2
↑

σsub
↑ configuration (Figure S4). As such, the H5 atom transfer

occurs via the 5π-channel. However, the long distance of d(O−
H5) and unfavorable angle undeniably result in poor orbital
overlap between the Fe−O and C5−H5 bonds, thereby causing
a relatively high hydrogen abstraction barrier (20.4 kcal/mol in

Figure 7), which indicates that the hydrogen atom abstraction is
the rate-limiting step of the epimerization reaction. The spin
populations on C5, Fe, and O atoms exhibit significant changes
during the hydrogen atom abstraction, which should be
indicative of the formation of C5-radical and FeIII−OH species.
Compared with 5R′, the formed intermediate 5Int1 is
intrinsically unstable because of the existence of C5-radical.

3.4.2. Inversion of C5-Radical. On the basis of the early
reported crystal structure (PDB code: 1NX8), Borowski and
Phelan et al. proposed that Tyr67 donates a hydrogen atom to
the C5-radical to accomplish the bicyclic ring inversion.28,29

However, structural analysis of recently reported crystal
structure reveals that Tyr67 is located at the edge of the active
pocket.30 Actually, the mutational data together with our QM/
MM calculations strongly confirm the vital importance of
Tyr165 for catalysis; that is, Tyr165 is the sole hydrogen atom
donor.
In 5Int1, the distance between the C5 and hydrogen atom of

phenolic hydroxyl of Tyr165 is 3.67 Å, and at the same time,
the C5 positions its radical away from Tyr165, which are the
disadvantages of reconstitution of inverted C5−H bond.
Accordingly, the previous proposal28,30 that tyrosine donates
a hydrogen atom to the opposite face of the C5-radical is
actually unrealistic. Our QM/MM calculations demonstrate
that after the hydrogen atom abstraction, the C5-radical
undergoes an inversion at the radical center, forming
intermediate 5Int2. The calculated barrier is 3.3 kcal/mol
relative to 5Int1, suggesting the inversion step to be a facile
process.
In 5TS2, the central part of the fused rings of substrate is

almost planar, with a C7−N4−C5−C1 dihedral angle of
170.0°, and the distance of C5−HTyr165 is shortened to 2.77 Å
and is further shortened to 2.10 Å in 5Int2. Comparison of
5Int1 and 5Int2 reveals that the spin populations and bond
lengths experience only slight changes during the inversion
reaction.

3.4.3. Reconstitution of Inverted C5−H Bond. Structural
analysis of 5Int2 reveals that the C5-radical is located at an ideal
position to abstract the hydrogen atom of Tyr165 to
reconstruct the inverted C5−H bond. The barrier of hydrogen
transfer is calculated to be 12.3 kcal/mol relative to 5Int2.
The hydrogen transfer leads to the formation of intermediate

(3S,5R)-carbapenam (Int3), FeIII−OH, and Tyr165·, which has
been confirmed by experiments.30 The whole epimerization
reaction is exothermic by 5.3 kcal/mol, and the 5Int3 is
stereochemically and energetically more stable than the reactant
complex 5R′. It should be noted that, along the reaction
coordinate, Arg267 is located within hydrogen bonding
distance to the carboxyl group of the substrate and the formed
FeIII−OH species.
We also explored the hydroxyl group rebound from the

FeIII−OH species to C5-radical. The hydroxyl rebound leads to
the regeneration of the ferrous resting state of the enzyme and
the formation of the byproduct (3S,5R)-5-hydroxylcarbapenam
(Int2′). Energetically, although the generated 5Int2′ is more
stable than 5Int2, the OH rebound barrier is much higher than
the inversion barrier (12.2 vs 3.3 kcal/mol relative to 5Int1).
This implies that the C5-radical kinetically prefers to undergo
an inversion rather than accept the OH to form the 5Int2′.
Considering the relatively high barrier of C5−H bond
reconstitution, the substrate hydroxylation is still competitive
with the target epimerization. It can be speculated that the
mutation of Tyr165 into Phe will entirely hamper the
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reconstitution of inverted C5−H bond, but the energetically
favorable formation of 5Int2′ is inevitable, which can well
elucidate the catalytic consumption of substrate in the
Tyr165Phe variant.30

3.5. Desaturation Mechanism. Desaturation is a common
reaction catalyzed by both Fe(II)/2OG-dependent dioxygenase
and cytochrome P450 enzyme.25,68 Because of the protein
instability and product lability, the crystal structures of CarC in
complex with either intermediate (3S,5R)-carbapenam or
product (5R)-carbapenem have not been reported yet, which
thwarts the mechanistic studies of the CarC-catalyzed
desaturation process. Early mechanistic studies of the
desaturation reaction of CarC have proposed that the generated
FeIII−OH species and tyrosyl radical in the epimerization
directly take part in the ultimate C2−C3 desaturation; thereby,
the tyrosyl radical removes the hydrogen atom from C3, and
subsequently, the FeIII−OH species abstracts the hydrogen
atom from C2 to form the desaturated (5R)-carbapenem.29

However, recent experimental observations have supported the
stepwise C5-epimerization and C2−C3 desaturation, involving
two separate oxidative cycles.28,30 After completion of the
epimerization process, it has been proposed that the tyrosine
radical is reductively quenched, and the CarC rebinds the 2OG,
intermediate (3S,5R)-carbapenam, and dioxygen to carry out
the C2−C3 desaturation reaction.28

Figure 8 shows the QM/MM-optimized geometry of 5Int3. It
is found that Tyr165 radical and the hydroxyl group of FeIII−

OH species are located at unfavorable positions to abstract the
hydrogen atoms from C3 and C2, respectively (both d(OTyr165-
H3) and d(O−H21) are close to 5 Å). It is well established that
the enzymatic reaction is highly sensitive to the proper
conformation and orientation of the substrate. However,
since the 5Int3 is much more stable than 5R′, it may have
sufficient time to relax the conformation and orientation of the
(3S,5R)-carbapenam intermediate. Bearing this in mind, on the
basis of the optimized geometry of 5Int3, we performed an
additional 15 ns MD run (MD-III) to explore the change of
conformation and orientation of (3S,5R)-carbapenam in the
CarC active site.
According to our MD simulation result, the (3S,5R)-

carbapenam dynamically adjusts the orientation of C3-COO−

to form a hydrogen bond with the FeIII−OH species, which

partially shortens the d(O−H21), but in turn elongates the
d(OTyr165−H3) (see Figure S8). We further extracted a
representative snapshot from MD-III trajectories to investigate
whether the Tyr165 radical is a suitable hydrogen acceptor.
From the QM/MM-optimized geometry of CarC−(3S,5R)-
carbapenam complex (labeled as 5Int3′ to distinguish 5Int3),
one can see that the distances d(OTyr165−H3) and d(O−H21)
are 5.26 and 2.57 Å, respectively (Figure S9a). In both 5Int3
and 5Int3′, Tyr165· lies an incorrect orientation to abstract the
H3 atom from the (3S,5R)-carbapenam intermediate, which
results in an extremely high hydrogen-abstraction barrier
(Figure S9b). This calculation result clearly demonstrates that
the Tyr165· is not a suitable H3 receptor. Thus, the previously
proposed coupled epimerization and desaturation reaction
mechanism is essentially infeasible.
Docking studies of Phelan et al. identified two distinct

orientations for substrate binding in the epimerization and
desaturation processes.28 In the desaturation process, the
released bridgehead-inverted intermediate (3S,5R)-carbapenam
from CarC rebinds to the active site with a new orientation.28

In view of the docking model being created in light of the early
reported incomplete crystal structure in which two key loop
segments surrounding the active site have been missed, the
docking result seems to be inherently speculative. Furthermore,
Phelan et al. proposed an uncoupled desaturation mechanism,
in which the newly formed FeIVO species activates the C3−
H3 bond of (3S,5R)-carbapenam and subsequently, the FeIV−
OH species abstracts a hydrogen atom from C2, forming a
water molecule, FeII ion, and the desaturated (5R)-carbapenem
product (see Figure 9).28 With these in mind, on the basis of

the optimized geometry of Int3, we manually docked the
(3S,5R)-carbapenam intermediate into the active site to explore
the C2−C3 desaturation reaction. Given the hydrogen-bonding
interactions between (3S,5R)-carbapenam and CarC active site
residues, we created three models and here designate them as
C, D, and E, respectively.
Figure 10 shows the QM/MM-optimized geometries of

models C, D, and E. Comparison among these models and
5Int3 reveals apparent rotation of the (3S,5R)-carbapenam
intermediate in the CarC active site, which enables the
following desaturation reaction. In model 5C, the (3S,5R)-
carbapenam forms hydrogen bonds with the side chains of
Tyr165, Tyr191, and Arg267; however, in models 5D and 5E,
Arg267 is not located within hydrogen bonding distance to the
intermediate. Previous docking results suggested that the

Figure 8. QM/MM-optimized quintet spin state geometry of 5Int3.
QM part is shown in ball-and-stick representation. All distances are in
angstroms.

Figure 9. Competitive desaturation and hydroxylation mechanisms for
(3S,5R)-carbapenam catalyzed by CarC. Relative energies (kcal/mol)
on quintet spin state surface are given in parentheses.
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(3S,5R)-carbapenam intermediate rotates ∼180° around the
C3-COO−−Arg267 axis, which results in the β-lactam ring of
(3S,5R)-carbapenam moving away from the Tyr191 and
Trp202 and toward Val92 in the desaturation process.28

However, our calculation results indicate that the (3S,5R)-
carbapenam rotates around the C7-keto−Tyr191 axis. Residues
Tyr165 and Tyr191 are located within hydrogen-bonding

distances to (3S,5R)-carbapenam, which were not observed in
the previous docking model. These hydrogen bonding
interactions are necessary for properly positioning (3S,5R)-
carbapenam. In model 5C, the d(O−H22) is 4.70 Å, which
implies that H22 atom is not accessible to the FeIVO/FeIII−
OH center. Whereas the energy of model 5D is 1.4 kcal/mol
higher than that of 5C, both d(O−H3) and d(O−H22) are
suitable for the desaturation reaction. In addition, in both
models 5C and 5D, the d(O−H3) is much shorter than the
d(O−H22), suggesting that the FeIVO species prefers to first
activate the C3−H3 bond. In model 5E, we attempt to find
another possibility for the FeIVO species to abstract a
hydrogen atom from C2 rather than from C3; however, the
optimized structure is energetically quite unfavorable compared
with 5C. Thus, model 5D is the most likely one to start the
desaturation process. On the basis of model 5D, we explored
the CarC-catalyzed desaturation process.

3.5.1. Hydrogen Atom Abstraction. The optimized geo-
metries of all structures for the CarC-catalyzed desaturation
reaction are shown in Figure S10. The desaturation of (3S,5R)-
carbapenam starts with a hydrogen atom abstraction by the
FeIVO species, which is similar to the epimerization of
(3S,5S)-carbapenam. Previous DFT calculations have proposed
that the FeIVO species abstracts the hydrogen atom from
either C3 or C2 of (3S,5R)-carbapenam with comparable rate-
limiting barriers.29 However, this result is inherently speculative
because the real protein environment was not taken into
consideration. Our calculation results clearly indicated that the
FeIVO species abstracts a hydrogen atom from C3 to form
FeIII−OH species and a C3-radical intermediate (5Int5). In
5Int4 (model 5D), the d(O−H3) is 2.27 Å, and the Fe−O−H3
angle is 126.6°. Arg267 forms a hydrogen bond to the oxo
group of the FeIVO species with a distance of 2.11 Å. In
addition, Tyr165 and Tyr191 are responsible for properly
positioning the (3S,5R)-carbapenam intermediate by hydrogen-
bonding interactions.
The hydrogen atom abstraction barrier is 11.7 kcal/mol,

which is much lower than the rate-limiting hydrogen atom
abstraction barrier in the epimerization process. This can be
ascribed mainly to the shorter d(O−H3) as well as more
suitable Fe−O−H3 angle compared with 5R′, which cause
more effective orbital overlap between the Fe−O and the C3−
H3 bonds.

3.5.2. Formation of (5R)-Carbapenem. After the formation
of the C3-radical, the C2−H22 bond is activated by the FeIII−
OH species, generating the FeII ion, water molecule, and final
product (5R)-carbapenem (P). Although the d(O−H22) in
5Int5 seems to be a little long (3.01 Å), the migration of the H3
atom weakens the interaction between the Fe and O atoms,
which facilitates the departure of OH from FeIII and activation
of the C2−H22 bond. The activation barrier of this step is 5.0
kcal/mol relative to 5Int5.
In 5P, the generated water molecule and Tyr165 form two

strong hydrogen bonds with product (5R)-carbapenem with
distances of 1.51 and 1.68 Å. As can be seen from Figure 9, the
H3 atom abstraction is an endothermic process (5.8 kcal/mol),
whereas the formation of (5R)-carbapenem is found to be
remarkably exothermic by −38.0 kcal/mol. The formation of
(5R)-carbapenem leads to the regeneration of the ferrous
resting state of the enzyme.
We also explored the hydroxyl group rebound from the

FeIII−OH species to the C3-radical to form the byproduct
(3S,5R)-3-hydroxylcarbapenam (P′). The barrier of OH

Figure 10. QM/MM-optimized geometries of models 5C, 5D, and 5E.
QM parts are shown in ball-and-stick models. Relative energies (kcal/
mol) are given in parentheses. All distances are in angstroms.
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rebound is 4.5 kcal/mol relative to 5Int5, which is just slightly
lower than that of the formation of (5R)-carbapenem.
Energetically, the byproduct 5P′ is −12.0 kcal/mol lower than
target product 5P, which is attributed at least in part to the
hydrolytic lability of the product. Consequently, the quintet
spin pathway gives a mixture of desaturation and hydroxylation
products.
Taken together, the calculation results support the previously

proposed uncoupled desaturation mechanism, in which no
active site residue is involved except FeIVO species. Although
the Tyr165, which acts as a hydrogen donor in epimerization, is
not implicated in the desaturation process, it is essential for the
binding of the (3S,5R)-carbapenam intermediate. In addition,
although the desaturation competes with the substrate
hydroxylation, it occurs more efficiently than the epimerization
step. Using the (3S,5S)-carbapenam substrate, the predominant
products of CarC catalysis are the inverted (3S,5R)-carbapenam
and (3S,5R)-5-hydroxylcarbapenam. To obtain the (5R)-
carbapenem product, the superior substrate is (3S,5R)-
carbapenam for CarC, which is in good agreement with the
experimental observations.28

3.6. Catalytic Cycle of CarC. On the basis of the
experimental observations28,30 and our calculation results, we
propose a complete catalytic cycle of CarC, as shown in Figure
11. In the resting state of CarC, the ferrous ion binds a His-
Asp-His facial triad (His101, Asp103, and His251) and three
water molecules. Following the binding of substrate (3S,5S)-
carbapenam, 2OG, and dioxygen, the oxidative decarboxylation

of 2OG yields succinate, CO2, and Fe
IVO species. The whole

catalytic cycle involves two rounds of dioxygen activation and
FeIVO formation. The highly reactive FeIVO species
initiates the uncoupled epimerization and desaturation by
hydrogen atom abstraction reactions. Despite the competitive
substrate hydroxylation, the epimerization and desaturation of
(3S,5S)-carbapenam catalyzed by CarC produce the structurally
simplest (5R)-carbapenem, which is the key core of various
carbapenem drugs.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we report the first QM/MM studies of the C5-
epimerization and C2/3-desaturation mechanisms of CarC. On
the basis of the recently reported crystal structure, we analyzed
the dioxygen binding site on the iron and found that dioxygen
can bind to iron with two different positions: trans to His101 or
trans to His251. Both of the binding models are stereochemi-
cally and energetically feasible. As such, the obtained iron(IV)−
oxo complex from oxidative decarboxylation of 2OG by
iron(III)−superoxo has two potential orientations with the
oxo group either trans to His101 or trans to His251. The
former is energetically unstable, and has no reactivity because
the oxo group is far from the substrate. However, it can rapidly
isomerize into the latter by the rotation of the oxo group with a
low-energy transition state (1.6 kcal/mol). The latter is
suggested to be the truly reactive species to initiate the
epimerization and desaturation processes. Arg279 plays

Figure 11. Proposed catalytic cycle of CarC.
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important roles in regulating the dioxygen binding and assisting
the isomerization of FeIV−oxo species.
Despite the competitive substrate hydroxylation, our studies

clearly support the stepwise epimerization and desaturation
processes, involving two rounds of dioxygen activation and
FeIVO formation, which is in agreement with the recent
experimental proposal.28,30 The CarC-catalyzed epimerization
reaction includes the rate-limiting H5 atom abstraction by
FeIVO species (20.4 kcal/mol), inversion of the C5-radical,
and reconstitution of an inverted C5−H bond. The calculation
results confirmed that Tyr165 is the sole hydrogen donor to
reconstitute the C5−H bond. It is suggested that after the
epimerization reaction, the generated (3S,5R)-carbapenam
releases from the CarC and then rebinds to the active site
with a new orientation. The C2−C3 desaturation reaction
occurs without involving any active site residue except the
FeIVO center. The FeIVO species first abstracts the H3
atom, rather than the H2 atom, to form the C3-radical
intermediate and FeIII−OH species. Subsequently, the FeIII−
OH abstracts the H2 atom, leading to the FeII ion; water
molecule; and final product, (5R)-carbapenem. Although the
Tyr165 is not involved in the desaturation reaction, it plays an
essential role in the binding of (3S,5R)-carbapenam. In
addition, the calculated results indicate that the predominant
products for CarC are the inverted (3S,5R)-carbapenam and
(3S,5R)-5-hydroxyl-carbapenam by using substrate (3S,5S)-
carbapenam. In contrast, if the substrate is (3S,5R)-
carbapenam, CarC can directly give a mixture of (5R)-
carbapenem and (3S,5R)-3-hydroxylcarbapenam products.
Our studies may provide meaningful insight into the reaction
mechanism of CarC, which is helpful in the engineering of
carbapenem biosynthesis.
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